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Driving and melodic hard rock that bleeds emotion. A sound that gives you a rock show wherever you go.

BROKEN VEGAS has entered the building. 7 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, METAL: 80's Metal Details:

BROKEN VEGAS "Putting Chicago Back on the Map!" No excuses, no substitutes, no kidding...BROKEN

VEGAS is coming full throttle with an appetite for hard rock and roll and won't be denied a place at the

table. Chicago's new hard rock giants are representing the windy city with an introspective power fueled

by psychedelic, metal, and grunge influences from days gone by yielding a unique crunching and melodic

sound that is putting Chicagoland back on the nation's rock map. Their new release, 2:15, is a 7 song

head trip featuring their signature dual-guitar crunch, a driving rhythm section that's felt as much as

heard, and guttural vocal trappings with hooks that spell mayhem and meaning with every turn. "How You

Sound," the first single from 2:15, is an edgy guitar-driven romp highlighted by a catchy chorus and vocal

chant and a pulsating bass bridge. BROKEN VEGAS' songs are all heavily armed with power and

melody, but each song tells a very unique story...musically and lyrically. 2:15 features 3 studio tracks and

4 killer live tracks with the live cut "Shadows on the Floor," and studio cut "Without Today" being true

standouts that are leaving an indelible mark on their Chicago club audiences. No frills rock is what you

get with any BROKEN VEGAS offering. First recognized for their explosive and energetic live shows and

unique relationship with their audience, the BROKEN boys leave it all on stage each and every time out.

Right now, it's the perfect time for a true original...the perfect time for rock's return...the perfect time to

discover BROKEN VEGAS. "Go all in with BROKEN VEGAS...it's the only bet to make!"
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